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M/E/A/N/I/N/G from A to Z 
A Visual Forum 

M lEI AI N I II N I G #19/20 celebrates the tenth anniversary of our pub
lication. It is also the final issue. For this special double issue, we have invited 
our visual artist contributors to send a page for our Visual Forum. We have 
also included a detailed index to M lEI AI N I II N I G #1-20. 

The first issue of MIEIAINIIINIG was published in December 1986. 
At that time, we felt the need for an alternative to the market orientation of 
mainstream art magazines and the frequently exclusionary theoretical orienta
tion of more academic journals, both of which seemed distant from the actual 
creative lives of a majority of thoughtful and informed working visual artists. 
We did not publish reproductions in issues #1-18; at first this was for financial 
reasons but later we came to value the emphasis this placed on the writing. 

We provided a space for lesser known and emerging artists , art critics, 
and historians to write and publish their work in a supportive and non-com
mercial environment. One of our principal commitments has been to encourage 
visual artists to write about the issues that concern them - and to write in 
whatever form they choose, rather than accepting the agenda and rigid stylis
tic dictates set by mainstream publications. We encouraged writers to pursue 
their individual points of view, even when we did not share these points of 
view. For this reason, we published uncensored forums on a series of topics , 
eliciting clashing opinions from a broad spectrum of figurative, abstract, politi
cal, and conceptual artists, as well as art critics and curators. We ran feature 
articles and interviews about and by lesser-known, mid-career artists and par
ticularly tried to publish artists and writers , especially women, who have been 
excluded from other art publications. Free of commercial imperatives, we 
were able to focus on the articulation of visual meaning and on the substantive 
choices facing artists. 

The measure of our success is evident from the many notes jotted on 
subscription slips, Post-its, and cards, as well as phone calls and letters from 
readers over the years, and, more particularly, those enclosed with the art
works in this issue: "I have really appreciated [M lEI A IN I II N I G'sJ existence 
and will be sorry not to have its assortment of provocative and informative 
reading to look forward to" - Stephanie DeManuelle. "I have to tell you that 
M lEI AI N I II N I G has been an important part of my life as an artist. Ever 
since issue #6 arrived in my studio during graduate school, it has continually 
stimulated and shaped my thoughts about my own practice and the work of 
others. I think I can say that it has had this influence more than any other 
printed material for me. I will deeply miss its presence. Thank you both very 
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much for the years of intelligent writing, wit, criticality and pleasure" -
Richard Brown. "It was a pleasure to read, to write for it gave me significant 
ideas to mull over, it changed the way 1 thought about varied concerns. 1 will 
miss it" - Marcia Hafif. ''When 1 first picked up MIEIAINIIINIG years 
ago, 1 got very excited. The issues 1 read combined love of handmade painting 
and enthusiasm about the arts with astute political analysis in ways that 
didn't exist in other magazines. It provided artists with a voice and space to 
speak directly about their work which is sorely lacking in the art world we 
inhabit. The magazine fostered community in the arts through the forum dis
cussions you published. The articles and format will be very missed" -
Lawrence Lipkin. "Throughout the years 1 read MIEIAINIIINIG because it 
was one journal that reflected issues, ideas and concepts that were current 
and relevantly important through artists' voices . .. this publication [was] a 
true vehicle of expressive freedom and it hurts to learn that 
M / E I AI N I II N I G is closing its door at a time where censorship, poverty, 
racism, colonialism, and other reactionary tendencies continue taking hold of 
the art world as well as the real world" - Juan Sanchez. ''You're like two lit
tle voices 1 hear in a seashell at the sea shore" - Rebecca Quaytman. "1 love 
the idea for this last issue. After all is said and done, there is graciousness and 
dignity in being mute! " - Emily Cheng. And, finally , "For ten years 
M lEI A IN I I IN I G has been an intelligent journal. So it is logical that it fm
ishes publication without teary appeals or sentimental regrets. You lived 
upright, you die in style" - Rudolf Baranik. 

The conditions that made us start M I E I A IN I I I N I G ten years ago 
have not improved. It pains us that Our personal decision to bring the journal 
to an end coincides with so many other endings in the art world. But, after ten 
years, we each need time to pursue other projects. And we could not chose the 
path suggested to us of passing our name and logo to new editors. This has 
been a close collaboration between old friends with sometimes differing aes
thetics yet a shared idea of what needed to be voiced . We too will miss 
MIEIAINIIINIG. We hope to publish an anthology of its many significant 
writings. 

We would like to thank our many talented and dedicated contributors, 
the artists, poets, critics, curators, and art historians who gave so generously 
oftheir thoughts and time over the years. We would like to thank our Board of 
Advisors - Emma Amos, Charles Bernstein, Whitney Chadwick, Daryl Chin, 
David Reed, Robert Shapazian, and Nancy Spero - for their continuing com
mitment. We would especially like to thank the New York State Council for 
the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts without whose substantial, 
ongoing support we could not have published for so long. 

Above all, we thank our core of loyal subscribers and readers who gave 
us the sense of community we had hoped to find when we began. 

- Susan Bee and Mira Schor 
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5. Emma Amos 
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